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1.0 Software Support for Data Analysis 

There is little doubt that computers have had a large impact on the way data are analyzed. Not only has 
the computer opened the door for new analytical techniques (such as interactive graphics and automatic 
model selection) but it has also made statistical analyses available to a much larger class of users. Statistics 
packages must increasingly meet the needs of analysts with limited formal training in statistics, and thus 
must be able to provide advise and guidance in addition to calculations. 

Looking at how statisticians make decisions about statistical methods and techniques reveals that they 
consider both data and Meta-Data-information about the Data. (See e.g, Hand [1993,1994]). This presents 
a difficulty for designers of statistics packages: much of this meta-data must all be entered into the computer 
before the computer can give meaningful advise. In many cases, this meta-data is available only off-line 
(and some times it is not even recorded). Without one key part of the meta-data-how to extract the data 
from a database or collection of data.files-it is impossible to analyze the data. 

Secondary analysis of a large public data source requires the transmission of the key meta-data from the 
primary to the secondary analyst. In a large public survey, such as the National Assessment of Educational 
Progress (NAEP), the primary analysts who do the data collection and original analysis under contract 
from the government are not the ultimate users-the educational researchers and policy analysts who are 
trying to · understand the factors that influence student achievement. The secondary analysts don't have 
ready access to the meta-data, rather they must extract it from the printed manuals and research reports. 
Storing this meta-data on-line, in a form which is accessible to analysis software would not only help 
secondary analysts find the relevant meta-data, but also enable the analysis software to offer advise and 
make intelligent default decisions. 

This paper describes the NAEP-VUE system, a proposed system for analyzing data from the National 
Assessment of Educational Progress. This system is still in the early prototype phase, so this paper mostly 
lists features of the proposed system, especially ways in which it can incorporate meta-data. Feedback, 
particularly additions to this list of meta-data types, are most welcome. 

2.0 The NAEP Survey 

The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) is a comprehensive, ongoing study of mul
tiple aspects of primary and secondary education. Over its 25 year history, it has been continually adapted 
to meet the diverse needs of both policy makers and educational researchers. To achieve high accuracy 
estimates of small sub-populations, NAEP employs a complex multi-staged sampling design using both 
stratification and clustering. To maximize the breadth of information while maintaining comparability 
across years and minimizing the burden on individual students, items are administered in balanced incom
plete blocks which create complex patterns of missing data. 

In order to analyze the NAEP data, researchers must understand (O'Reilly et al. [1996]): 

1. The definition and meaning of the variables. In some cases this involves obtaining the original survey 
question or test item. In other cases it involves understanding the meaning of derived and scaled 
scores, item reliabilities and other properties of the variable. 

2. How to extract the data relevant to their research hypotheses from the database. The program NAEPEX 
(Rogers [1995]) addresses some of these issues, but it is not well integrated with the data analysis tools. 

3. How to account for the complex sample design in the analysis. For most analyses this is an issue of 
choosing between the supplied weights, but it also could involve deeper limitations on the variables. 

4. The multiple imputation procedure and its limitations. The NAEP public use data supply multiple 
"plausible values" for items missing due to non-response, survey design as well as latent variables 
(proficiencies). The analysis software must be able to summarize over the plausible values (Almond 



and Schimert [1995]). Furthermore, the analyst should avoid analyses using interactions which were 
not included in the imputation model. 

5. The level of analysis appropriate for each variable. Some variables are collected at the student level, 
some at the school level and some at the state level. In many cases the appropriate analysis is a 
hierarchical linear model (Raudenbush [1988]). 

6. Confidentiality issues. If the data are too finely divided, then it could be possible to identify single 
individuals or schools. 
The researchers need access to this information as they are doing the analysis within an integrated 

system for data preparation, analysis and interpretation (Riddle, Fresnedo and Newman [1995]). 

3.0 The NAEP-VUE Environment 

Most statistical packages focus the user's attention on the procedures used to fit the model rather than what 
the data and the model are trying to tell the analyst about the underlying educational process. While this 
may be appropriate for a statistician, whose job is to develop new statistical methodology, it is inappropriate 
for a data analyst, whose job is to gain understanding of the process being studied. The alternative suggested 
by Anglin and Oldford [1994] is to focus on the model (and the data) as a vehicle for user interaction. In this 
spirit, the main focus of user activity in NAEP-VUE will be the model specification dialog (Figure 1). This 
dialog is motivated by the graphical model representation of statistical models (Thoma and Goodall [1991], 
Whittaker [1990]). 

Figure 1. NAEP-VUEModel Specification Interface 
This is a mock up of the model specification interface. The example shown in the figure is motivated by 
Jacobi and Stevens [1996). By dragging the variable icons (nodes in the graph) the analyst can specify 
which factors are to be definitely or possibly included in the model. By connecting the variable icons the 
user can specify which interaction terms to include in the model. The options panel give access to other 
model fitting options and case selection. VlSualizations, transformations and other data manipulations are 
available through the menus. 

Through this dialog the secondary analyst should be able to specify either a single candidate model 
or a space of candidate models. In addition to the screen regions, the interface will use color and line and 
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background shading patterns to indicate which interactions are definitely included, which are candidates, 
and which are excluded. NAEP-VUE will take the graphical description of the model, convert it to a model 
formula (in the Wtlkinson and Rogers [1973) formula language), extract the data necessary to fit that data, 
export it to a data analysis package for fitting, and report the results back to the user. The results will be 
available as a "fitted model" object for use in later analyses and visualizations. 

Once a model is (partially) specified, it becomes the focus for a number of other interactions, including 
visualizing raw-data, model fits and diagnostic statistics from the model. Because the computer knows the 
analysts intentions (through the model dialog) it can make meaningful recommendations in these areas. 

3.1 Model Specification Interaction 

Most model specification tasks can be accomplished by dragging variable objects to various areas of the 
screen. Those areas are: 

• Pool - Repository for defined variables. Dragging derived variables back into the pool saves their 
definition in the database for later use. 

• Y - specifies response 

• Weights - specifies weights 
• Include - force in model (e.g., effect that are to be tested) 

• Candidate- available for model selection (e.g., possible control variables). 

• Selection (not shown) - Indicator variable describing cases to be included. 

• Grouping (not shown) - Categorical variable specifying separate analysis for each level in group (or 
possibly overlapping shingles as in Cleveland [1993)) 

Transformation of the variables will be available from a variety of pull-down and pop-up menus. NAEP
VUE will allow the analyst to specify both transformations and candidate transformations to appear in model 

selection procedures. These wm appear as decorations on the variable icon, ( In co me ~
Interactions are indicated either by connecting the variables or by separate interaction nodes (this 

allows the user to specify definite inclusion for the variable but only candidate inclusion for the interaction 
terms. Nesting is show by nesting the variable icons as shown below. 

• Twoway 
( A*B ) 

• Threeway 
( A*B*C J 

State 

• Nesting shown by nesting 
( ____ s_ch_o o_I ___ ) 

Similarly, the analyst can create "one of these" sets by grouping the variables. This technique allows the 
user to specify that only one possible transformation of a variable, or only one of a set of collinear variables 
should be included. This supports the idea that variable transformations should be considered within 
the model selection framework (Faraway [1992)). Note that the analyst specifies a collection of candidate 
models, this is consistent with the philosophy of model uncertainty (e.g., Madigan and Raftery [1994)) and 
could be used to promote those ideas. 
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Parts of the model which are not easily specified by dragging variables, are specified through the dialog 
below. This allows access to features such as model class and fitting algorithm. 

4.0 Variable Type Hierarchies 

The variable icons in the selection dialog represent more than columns of numbers, they point to rich 
objects containing both data and metadata. In NAEP-VUE, variables are represented as objects within an 
ontology (Gruber [1991)). Important information about a variable, such as the survey question, which level it 
was collected on, and the primary analysts notes about the variable are attached as properties of the variable. 
However, the variables will be part of an object hierarchy relationship, similar to the one prototyped in 
Almond[1995]. This allows, the primary analysts to attach "advisor" operators at high levels which will 
be appropriately inherited. For example, an advisor which suggest square root transformations could be 
attached to the variable class "count." Hand [1993] suggests other variable type based statistical advise and 
Roth et al. [1994] suggests selecting visualizations based on the variable types. 

Variable type hierarchies aren't new, there are many programs which can now take advantage of the 
most basic of types hierarchies (Figure 2). For example, the New S program (Chambers and Hastie [1992)) 
distinguishes between continuous predictors and factors (which are automatically coded with dummy 
variables) when fitting a linear model or generalized linear model and chooses contrasts for dummy 
variables based on whether or not the factor is ordered. The program ]MP (SAS Institute) chooses the model 
type based on both the type of the predictor variable and on the type of the responses. This simple use of 
functional polymorphism (dispatching the function on the types of the arguments) reduces the program 
specific knowledge needed by the use to operate the program. The user learns a single syntax for the single 
fit model command instead of separate commands for each model type (whether accessible via command 
line or menu, this is a large reduction in user memory requirements). 

Variables (Abstract Classes) 

Variable 

Numeric Factor 

Real Integer Ordered Factor Binary 

Figure 2. Top level of Variable Hierarchy 

However, this simple dispatching only scratches the surface of what can be done with a full variable hi
erarchy (Figures 3 and 4). Mosteller and Tukey [1977] (Chap 5) give some general advise on transformations 
based on the type of the variable. For example, Mosteller and Tukey suggest that for a counted fraction, 
transformations which a symmetric around 50% (folded fractions) are often useful, where other types of 
counts and amounts are often better re-expressed using logs and square roots. Possible transformations 
should be suggestions, not automatically applied. Transformation advise can be expressed in several ways, 
including messages and the use of defaults and ordering in menus. 

The variable type hierarchy helps organize meta-data about the variables. Meta-data attached in high 
places in the hierarchy and is inherited at lower levels unless it is specifically overridden. For example, the 
recommended transformation for an amount variable type might be logs (then square roots), but the time 
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Continuous Variable Classes 

Variable 

Numeric 

Integer 

Ratio Amount Balance Weight Counted Fraction Binary Count Count wfln Interval 
(Poisson Process) 

Rate Time Income Jacknife Weight 

Figure 3. Variable Hierarchy for Numeric Types 

subtype might override that with a recommendation to look at reciprocals first. In NAEF-VUE, the primary 
can add specific recommendations for specific variables (when appropriate and available). 

Factor Variable Types 

Variable 

Factor 

Ordered Factor Binary 

Rank Grade Dummy Var Selection 

Figure 4. Variable Hierarchy for Factor Types 

It is possible to have other types of hierarchical relationships among the variables other than type 
("is-a") relationships ("a-part-of" relationships are very common in graphics programming) and to permit 
inheritance of meta-data along those other hierarchies (the KR object system, Giuse [1990], implements 
multiple inheritance relationships). For the NAEP data, the source of the data-student questionnaire, 
teacher questionnaire, school questionnaire, proficiency score, multiple-choice item, constructed response 
item-carries a lot of meta-information. For example, because of the sampling units, teacher questionnaire 
items are not really appropriate response variables. 
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4.1 Meta-data attached to variable objects 

NAEP-VUE will implement variables as first-class objects, in an object system which is visible and extensible 
by the both the primary and secondary analyst. (Almond [1995] has implemented a similar variable object 
system for graphical models.) Variables will have attached properties which define important pieces of meta
data about the variable. Just like slots (sometimes called fields) of object in other object-oriented systems, 
properties will be inherited from variable which are supertypes of a given variable. 

The following is the current working list of variable properties: 

1. Definition/Meaning Plain English description of the variable. 

2. Extraction Query/Derivation Formula In NAEP-VUE, all variables either come directly from the NAEP 
database or are derived from one or more other variable via a formula. In the former case, this slot 
would store a SQL or Perl script for extracting data from the NAEP database in the latter it would 
store the derivation formula. In particular, this means that the secondary analyst doesn't need to worry 
about extracting data from the database, NAEP-VUE figures out the code necessary to do this. 

3. Question For survey questions, this would be the text of the item. For test composite scores, this might 
be a pointer to test objectives and sample questions (possibly in a hypertext manual). In some cases, it 
might be possible to use pointers to released items. 

4. Precision/Discreteness/Units Precision meta-data can be used to remove distracting extra digits from 
tables and summaries. The units can be used to make table, graphs and other summaries clearer. Hand 
[1993] suggests some other uses for units as meta-data. 

5. Level of Analysis NAEP data is gathered at various levels including state, school, class and student. 
NAEP-VUE must adjust (replicate or summarize) variables to the current working unit of analysis. 

6. Plausible Range Often the theoretical range of a variable is much larger than the range commonly seen 
or expected in practice. For example, a count theoretically could be infinite, but in practice rarely be 
larger than 100. This information would be used for both eliciting appropriate values from the analyst 
and as a crude outlier detection technique. (These ranges were an important part of the ElTo Y design; 
Almond [1994]). 

7. Skewness/Kurtosis Information about the shape of the distribution. In particular, these could be statistics 
calculated on the fly by the program. John Tukey (private communication) suggested looking at powers 
of 2 quantiles of the distribution (median, quartiles, eighths, sixteenths, i.e., the letter values) To assess 
skewness, the computer would look at the ratio of the distance from the median for those above 
the median and those below. To assess kurtosis, the computer would compare say the ratio of the 
intereighth range over the interquartile range to what would be expected in a normal distribution. 

8. Missingness Data in the NAEP survey are missing due to both sample design (a balanced incomplete 
block design is used to administer test items) and nonresponse (schools and students declining to 
participate and items and questionnaire items omitted). NAEP uses multiple imputation (Rubin 
[1978]) to handle both types of missing data; the primary analysts develop multiple plausible values for 
each omitted value. Missingness properties indicate the existence of plausible values, link the multiple 
imputations and provide a link to indicator variables which show which observations were actual and 
which were imputed. 

9. Remarks/Notes This is a place for free-text notes by an analyst. The primary analyst supplies the remarks, 
while the secondary analyst generates the notes. 

10. Advisory Daemons These are little piece of code which are run at various stages in the analysis. Section 
5.2 describes some possible times and applications. A list type of inheritance which would allow 
daemons to be cumulative up the inheritance tree and specifically overridden at lower levels (Myers et 
al. [1992]). 

Properties can be stored at other levels as well, for example, model information, fit information, case 
information, or even information tied to specific values (although this entails a possibly too great overhead). 
On particularly important kind of information would probably rest with variable relationships. In particular, 
information about nesting and collinearity would exist on those relationships. Similarly, derived variables 
would have natural ties to those values which were used in their derivation. 
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4.2 Advisory Daemons 

Advisors are small pieces of code which get attached to variable objects. They are run at certain stages in 
the analysis, i.e., certain user actions such as adding a variable to the model will cause NAEP-VUE to run all 
of the appropriate advisors. 

The advisory daemons could be run at the following times: (1) Variable added to model or candidate 
area. (2) Interaction term added. (3) Variable selected as response or weights. (4) Model Fitting requested. 
(4) Model VISualization requested. (5) Variable VISualization requested. (6) Diagnostic VISualization re
quested. (7) P-value calculation (this can be used to produce guidance about multiple comparisons) 

For example, one advisory daemon attached to the response variable selection actions could check 
the source of the variable. If the analyst chose a background variable from the teacher questionnaire 
as a response, a warning message would be added to the message queue reminding the user that the 
NAEP sampling units are students not teachers and that these data will not necessarily be reflective of 
National averages. Another advisory daemon attached to that slot might automatically set the model type 
appropriately for logistic regression if the response variable was binary. Another type of daemon attached 
to a variable would check for nesting constraints and when a variable is added to the model which is nested 
in another, it would automatically add as nested. 

5.0 Interaction and Messages 

Data analysis is seldom a linear process. Cowley and Whiting [1986] describe it as a tree shaped process 
which unfolds over time. NAEP-VUE will support this non-linear analysis of data with two mechanisms: an 
message queue listing suggestions offered by the advisory daemons, and a history browser. 

5.1 Messages 

The advisory daemons must be able to post recommendations to the user, but many pieces of advise will be 
difficult to manage. An agenda of recommendations which NAEP-VUE has posted,.like the one used in the 
DETENIE system (Wroblewski et al.[1991]), could help the analyst manage that information. In DETENTE, 
the items on the agenda are recommendations (indicating that they have the force of "might" not "must") 
to the user. These recommendations are in turn supported by task resources which might be pieces of code 
or text which support the task operation. In NAEP-VUE, pointers into the NAEP documentation, on-line 
statistical texts, or references to off-line statistical texts would also be potential task resources. 

Messages to the user would have three different levels of severity (currently coded by traffic light color): 

Red Error - Needs User intervention/ acknowledgement. Either errors in the computation or places where 
the user must clarify intentions. 

Yellow Warning/Advise- Possible User Choice point. Limitations on the analysis which should be understood 
and places where the system has or analyst has made a default choice and the system recommends 
exploring alternatives. 

Green Information - No user action recommended. Place where the computer wants to give information 
without a recommendation for action. 

5.2 Comparing points in history 

Many operation in data analysis involve comparing the analysis from different models. To facilitate this 
GRAPHICAL-BELIEF (Almond [1995]) introduced the notion of a history probes which compares the value of 
a statistic at two different stages of the model construction/manipulation process. One part of GRAPHICAL
BELIEF was a history browser which allows the analyst to select two states in history to compare. For the 
NAEP-VUE system, the history would need to be tree shaped, allowing the kinds of interactions explored in 
the DEXPERT system (Lorenzen et al. [1993]). 
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6.0 Future work 

The ideas described in this paper are still designs, the implementation is part of an ongoing research project. 
Many of these designs are based on ideas prototyped in GRAPHICAL-BELIEF (Almond [1995]) so they should 
be within the reach of current technology. Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated. 

This work was supported by a grant from the National Center for Education Statistics, award number 
R999B60011. 
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